The authors of a few papers published in scientific and technical journals, have proposed more MCDM methods and discussed their usage for solving various MCDM problems in a number of areas such as the economy [9] , education [26] , management [20, 25] , production [29, 30] , sustainable development [10] , construction [40, 41] , and so on. Also, in order to make these methods more efficient for solving a great number of complex real-world problems, a number of their specific extensions for the use of grey and fuzzy numbers are also proposed.
The Evaluation Based on Distance from Average Solution (EDAS) method was proposed by Keshavarz Ghorabaee et al. [16] .
The computational procedure of the EDAS method can be identified as very innovative and is also based on verified approaches usedin some prominent MCDM methods, such as: SAW [14, 24] , TOPSIS [13] , and VIKOR [28] . Therefore, the EDAS method is expected to be able to be used to solve a number of MCDM problems very soon. However, many real-world decision-making problems take place in environments in which the ratings of alternatives and the weights of criteria cannot be precisely determined. In such environments, classical MCDM methods, based on the use of crisp values of ratings do not provide adequate and effective decision-making. Deng [6] proposed a grey system theory to study uncertain systems, and also introduced the concept of interval grey numbers. This theory provides an efficient approach for solving problems with significant uncertainty, and therefore has been successfully applied in many fields for the purpose of analysis, modeling and forecasting [7, 23] . On the basis of the grey system theory, many classical MCDM methods are adapted for the use of interval grey numbers, and so extended their use for solving a much larger number of problems. As some of these extensions can be mentioned: Grey TOPSIS [3, 21, 4 ], COPRAS-G [38] , SAW-G [4], WASPAS-G [40, 35, 19] , the grey extension of the ARAS-G method [36] , Grey AHP [1] , and so on. The above-mentioned grey extensions of MCDM methods are successfully used for solving a large number of different problems from different fields, such as selecting suppliers in the green supply chain management [22] , selecting the most rational redevelopment solution of former industrial buildings with emphasis on sustainable development [29] , the air traffic management [37] , the supply chain performance benchmarking [18] , grasp the ambiguity which exists in the utilized information and the fuzziness that appears in the human judgments and preferences [27] , assessment of structural systems of high-rise buildings [33] , social media platform selection [34] , the robot selection [5], material selection [2] , rank classification algorithms [17] , personnel selection [11] , evaluation of artists [12] , upgrading the old monumental buildings to contemporary norms [31] , and so on. In order to enable the use of the EDAS methods for solving a much larger number of decision-making problems, i.e. problems placed in imprecise and uncertain environments, a grey extension of the EDAS method is proposed in this paper. Therefore, the remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 some basic elements of the grey system theory are presented. In Section 3 the EDAS method is presented and in the subsection 3.1 an extension of the EDAS method adopted for the use of interval grey numbers is proposed. In section 4 a numerical illustration borrowed from the literature is considered in order to verify the proposed approach. Finally Section 5 presents the conclusions.
The basic elements of the grey system theory
The grey system theory is identified as an effective methodology that can be used to solve uncertain problems with partially known information. In the grey system theory, all information can be classified into three categories that are labelled with corresponding colours -white, grey and black. There are also several types of grey numbers such as: grey numbers with only upper limits, grey numbers with only lower limits, black and white numbers and so on.
A grey number, denoted as x ⊗ , is such a number whose exact value is unknown, but a range within which the value lies is known. A grey number with known upper, x , and lower, x , bounds but unknown distribution information for x is called the interval grey number [21] :
The degree of greyness is an important characteristic of grey numbers, determined as the distance between its bounds
When the degree of the greyness of an interval grey number increases, i.e., when the distance between such bounds increases and the bounds tends to infinity,
, then the interval grey number tends to become a black number. In contrast to the previous one, when the degree of greyness decreases, then the interval grey number tends to become a white number; finally when upper and lower bounds are equal, x x = , an interval grey number becomes a white (crisp) number.
The basic operations of interval grey numbers.
Let 
The whitened value. The whitened value of an interval grey number ) can be determined as follows:
where λ denotes the whitening coefficient and
. In the particular case, when
Eq. (7) obtains the following form:
The EDAS method
As previously mentioned, the EDAS is introduced by Keshavarz Ghorabaee et al. [16] , and therefore it can be stated as a newlyproposed method. A fuzzy extension of this method was also developed by Keshavarz Ghorabaee et al. [15] . The basic ideas of the EDAS method are the use of two distance measures, namely the Positive Distance from Average (PDA) and the Negative Distance from Average (NDA); and that the evaluation of the alternatives is done according to higher values of the PDA and lower values of the NDA. The computational procedure of the EDAS method, for a decision-making problem with m criteria and n alternatives, can be presented as follows (some labels used in the original EDAS method have been modified in order to make it easier the presentation of the new extension of the EDAS method proposed in the next section):
Step 1. Select the available alternatives, the most important criteria that describe the alternatives, and construct the decision-making matrix X, shown as follows:
where xij denotes the performance rating of the alternative i on the criterion j. We shall suppose that all xij are positive numbers.
Step 2. Determine the average solution according to all criteria, shown as follows: (11)
Step 3. Calculate the positive distance from average 
where max Ω and min Ω denotes the set of the benefit criteria and the cost criteria, respectively, and * j x is a positive real number.
Step 4. Suppose that a vector w=(w1,w2,…wn) of nonnegative weights is given. Determine the weighted sum of PDA, + i Q , and the weighted sum of NDS,
Q , for all alternatives, as follows:
where wj denotes nonnegative weight of the criterion j.
Step 5. Normalize the values of the weighted sum of the PDA and the weighted sum of the NDA for all alternatives, shown as follows:
where
S denote the normalized weighted sum of the PDA and the NDA, respectively.
Step 6. Calculate the appraisal score Si for all alternatives, as follows:
Step 7. Rank the alternatives according to the decreasing values of appraisal score. The alternative with the highest Si is the best choice among the candidate alternatives.
The extension of the EDAS method adopted for the use of grey numbers
An extension of the EDAS method adopted for the use of grey numbers is proposed in this section.
Let us suppose a decision-making problem in which m alternatives are evaluated on the basis of n criteria, where performance ratings are not exactly known and therefore they are given as the grey number
where ij x and ij x denote the minimal and the maximal expected performance ratings of the alternative i with respect to the criterion j. Then, the computational procedure of the proposed extension of the EDAS method can be expressed concisely though the following steps:
Step 1. Construct the grey decision-making matrix as follows: Step 2. Determine the grey average solution according to all criteria, as follows:
where: (30)
Step 5. Normalize the values of the weighted sum of the grey PDA and the weighted sum of the grey NDA for all alternatives, shown as follows:
, and (33) , respectively.
when decision-makers want to give different importance to lower or upper bounds of the grey interval or want to perform some analysis.
Step 7. Rank the alternatives according to the decreasing values of appraisal score.
The alternative with the highest S i is the best choice among the candidate alternatives.
A numerical illustration
In this section a numerical illustration is considered in order to explain the proposed approach. The numerical illustration of a selection of contractors for a construction project, adopted from [38] , is applied to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed extension. The selected criteria, the criteria weights and the optimization directions are shown in Table 1 .
The grey average solution obtained by using Eqs. (21) and (22) are shown in Table 2 . The positive and negative grey distances from the average are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . The weighted and normalized weighted grey sums of positive and negative distances from the average, obtained by using Eqs. (27) to (34) , are shown in Table 5 . Finally, the appraisal score i S , calculated by using Eq. (35) , is presented in Table 6 . As it is shown in Table 7 , the ranking orders of the considered alternative obtained by the proposed extension of the EDAS method is similar to the ranking orders obtained in [38] and [32] , which confirms the proposed extension of the EDAS method. 
Conclusion
This paper presents an extension of the EDAS method based on the use of interval grey numbers.
On the basis of the proposed extension, the EDAS method can be used most efficiently for solving a larger number of complex real-world decision-making problems, especially those associated with an uncertainty, and so it can be applied in many fields for the purpose of analysis, modeling and forecasting.
Finally, the usability and effectiveness of the proposed approach are checked on a known MCDM example. The obtained results confirm the usability of the proposed approach. 
